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Anomalous refractive properties of a two-dimensional photonic band-gap prism
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An analysis of the optical response of a triangular-shaped photonic band-gap prism is presented. Numerical
simulations have been performed in the framework of multiple-scattering theory, which is applied considering
spot illumination to avoid diffraction effects. First of all, refractive properties in the frequency range below the
first TM band gap are analyzed and compared with the available experimental data. It validates the approach
employed and supports the predictions obtained in the frequency range above the gap. At these high frequen-
cies we found an unusual superprism effect characterized by an angle sensitivity and a frequency sensitivity of
the intensity of outgoing beams. We report several representative examples that could be used in device
applications. The results are interpreted in terms of the corresponding semi-infinite photonic crystal, through
the analysis of the coupling between external radiation and bulk eigenmodes, using the two-dimensional-layer-
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method. The procedure presented here constitutes a simple but functional alternative
to the methods used until now with the same purpose.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal works of Yablonovitch1 and John,2 pho-
tonic crystals~PC’s! have generated a great interest, both
fundamental and applied physics. These materials could h
an important role in the development of the photonic inf
mation technology. This is especially true in the case of tw
dimensional~2D! PC’s due to their easy fabrication by sta
dard lithographic techniques. On the other hand, rec
advances in growing techniques are also allowing the fa
cation of planar devices based on three-dimensional~3D!
systems.3

The study of optical properties of PC using numeric
tools4–7 is an essential procedure in order to further incre
the understanding of physical properties of PC’s. The pot
tial applications of PC’s has motivated the development
efficient theoretical methods that allow us to obtain realis
comparisons between theory and experiments. One of
most versatile methods is the multiple-scattering meth
~MSM!. Its formalism is based on the expansion of the
~3D! radiation field in cylindrical~spherical! harmonics cen-
tered at each scattering object, and it has been success
applied in the analysis of interaction of radiation with diele
tric and metallic finite 2D and 3D structures.8–17

Several authors have analyzed the optical respons
structures based on 2D PC’s.18–22 Recently, 2D PC’s with
nonparallel boundaries have been investigated both num
cally, by using the finite-difference-time-domain~FDTD!
method,23 and experimentally.24 However, a complete theo
retical analysis including the study of the coupling betwe
incident radiation and bulk eigenmodes is still lacking.

The goal of this work is to present a comprehens
analysis of the optical properties of a photonic band-g
prism by using the multiple-scattering formalism and oth
numerical techniques. The prism, which has a triangu
shape, consists of a hexagonal array of nonoverlapping
electric cylinders of infinite height. The analysis is made
the low-frequency region~below the first TM band gap!,
0163-1829/2003/67~11!/115116~10!/$20.00 67 1151
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where a comparison with available experimental data25 is
presented, and also in the frequency domain above the
TM band gap, where anomalous refractive properties are
dicted. The results of the MSM simulations are interpreted
terms of the corresponding semi-infinite PC. Moreover,
order to get a physical insight of the optical response in t
structure, we also have made quantitative predictions of
coupling strength between the incident light and the b
eigenmodes that can be excited; i.e., the eigenmodes
satisfy the kinetic matching conditions at the air/PC int
face. A complete theoretical analysis by means of a com
nation of plane wave expansion~PWE! and 2D-layer-
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~2D-LKKR! method allows us to
get accurate predictions which could be confirmed exp
mentally. The good agreement found between theoretica
sults and available experiments supports the different
proaches employed.

In our studies, we have found an unusual superprism p
nomenon, in which the intensity of outgoing beams show
dependence on both the frequency and incident angle of
external beam. This differs from the superprism effect
ported until now,26 where large dependence is found only
outgoing beams directions. Also, it must be emphasized
this work provides simple but working guidelines to desi
functionalities of superprism structures based on a 2D p
tonic band gap systems. On the other hand, this work a
shows that the MSM is competitive with the time-demandi
FDTD method in order to simulate actual 2D structures.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
briefly the basis of the MSM employed to study the optic
response of the prism. The results of numerical simulati
and the discussion in terms of the semi-infinite model
presented in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize t
work.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

Here, the MSM is applied to study a finite lattice of d
electric cylinders of~of dielectric constante r) infinite height
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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embedded in a background of different dielectric const
eb . For a complete description of the numerical algorith
employed, see, for example, the paper by Ochiai a
Sánchez-Dehesa,15 and references therein. In brief, the n
merical simulations are based on the solution of the follo
ing self-consistent equation:8–17

c̃a
ind5taS c̃a

ext1 (
bÞa

Gabc̃b
indD , ~1!

where the fieldc5Ez(Hz) for TM ~TE! polarization.c̃a
ind in

Eq. ~1! is a column vector that contains the components
the multipole expansion of the radiation field induced by
cylindera centered atra , c̃a

ext represents the external wav
ta is thet matrix, andGab is the propagator from cylinderb
to a.

Most of the previous simulations using the 2D MSM em
ployed an incident wave having a plane wave front as ex
nal source . However, in the case under study here, a s
ture with nonparallel boundaries, it is necessary to use s
illumination in order to avoid diffraction effects. Moreove
spot illumination is essential to make comparisons w
available experiments,25 which use collimated beams in th
microwave regime. So far, to the best of our knowled
there have been two different procedures to simulate a c
mated beam:~1! the first one defines a finite aperture in fro
of the sample.10,11 ~2! the second one simulates the spot ill
mination by using a Gaussian beam.20,27,28We have demon-
strated that, for our system, a Gaussian beam is more ap
priate because it reproduces the measurements fairly we

The incident Gaussian beam of frequencyv, focusing at
r0, can be expressed as the following very directional so
tion of the homogeneous Helmholtz equation:29

cext~r !5E
2k0

k0
dkye

2Dky
2
eik(r2r0), ~2!

where r is the position vector, which in polar coordinate
becomesr5(r ,u). k is the wave vector of a plane wave
the beam, k5(kx ,ky), where kx5Ak0

22ky
2, and k0

5vAeb/c. ParameterD determines the width of the beam
Therefore, the,th component of the external field i

given as

ca,,
ext 5 i ,k0E

2p/2

p/2

ducosueg1(u)1 ig2(u), ~3!

where

g1~u!52Dk0
2sin2u,

g2~u!5k0$r acos~u1u inc2ua!2r 0cos~u1u inc2u0!%2,u,
~4!

and (r a ,ua) and (r 0 ,u0) are the polar coordinates of theath
cylinder and the focusing point, respectively.

We are interested in the far-field response of the struct
It can be easily found that in the far-field regime,30
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cext~r !→H a0~u!eik0r /Ar if2
p

2
<u<

p

2

a0~u2p!e2 ik0r /Ar otherwise,

~5!

wherea0(u)5A2pk0e2 i (p/4)e2Dk0
2sin2ucosu.

The magnitude of interest in this problem is the intens
at infinity (I s). It is defined by the Poynting vector flux pe
unit angle calculated at far field;

I s~u!5H ua0~u!1 f s~u!u2 if2
p

2
<u<

p

2

u f s~u!u22ua0~u!u2 otherwise,

~6!

where f s(u) is the scattering amplitude, which is obtaine
from Eq. ~1! as a linear combination ofca,,

ind ~Ref. 15!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optical response to TM-polarized light of a 2D ph
tonic band gap prism based on a hexagonal array of 1
alumina rods (e r58.9) in air (eb51.0) is studied. In order to
compare with the experiments performed by Linet al.,25 the
radius of cylinders is set tor 50.188a, wherea is the lattice
parameter. The external shape of the prism is triangular:
three boundaries of the prism are composed of 55 cylind
each, and they are parallel to theGK direction. A scheme of
the structure and the definitions of incident angleu inc and
deviation angled are shown in Fig. 1. The system of refe
ence used along the calculations is also plotted.

The photonic band structure for TM-polarized modes
the corresponding infinite lattice, which has been calcula
by means of a plane-wave expansion,31 is plotted in Fig. 2,
where the frequencies are given in reduced units. A facto
2pc/a ~c is the light velocity in air! must be used to obtain
the absolute values. So, in the rest of the paper, the freque
is given in reduced units. Results in Fig. 2 indicate tha
complete band gap exists betweenvL50.325 and
vU50.497.

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the triangular prism under study a
parameter definitions. The reference system used in the calcula
is also plotted.
6-2
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First of all, frequencies inside the band gap were exa
ined in order to check whether the bulk properties of
hexagonal lattice were already achieved. Let us consid
frequency slightly greater thanvL , for instance, 0.33. The
electric field pattern computed for the case of normal in
dence (u inc50°), D520a2, andr050 is visualized in Fig.
3. It can be seen that no light propagates inside the pr
and, therefore, this frequency is inside the photonic b
gap, which is in agreement with the photonic band struct
shown in Fig. 2.

In what follows, we report the optical response in tw
different regimes, below and above the first photonic T
band gap. We obtained converged results by considerin,
51 as the maximum angular momentum for frequencies
low the band gap, and,52 for the frequencies considere
above the band gap.

A. Behavior at frequencies below the first TM band gap

In the very low-frequency region, the equifrequenc
curves are circles and, therefore, it is possible to define
effective refraction index independent of incident angle.18

FIG. 2. Photonic band structure for TM-polarized modes cor
sponding to a hexagonal lattice of dielectric cylinders (e r58.9) in
air (eb51.0). The cylinder radius isr 50.188a, where a is the
lattice constant. The shaded region defines the complete band
11511
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It can be stated that, by using the MSM and for freque
cies below the first TM band gap, it is possible to accurat
find the deviation angle of the beam transmitted across
prism only by assuming certainr0Þ0 and D values large
enough.32

In addition, the asymmetry observed in the transmit
peaks can be explained by the Fresnel factor because o
fact that the incident beam is represented by superpositio
plane waves with different incident angles and differe
weights@Eq. ~2!#.

A procedure to get the effective refractive index (ne f f)
from the MSM is to fit the numerical results~u inc ,d! to the
expression obtained applying Snell’s law in the case of n
parallel boundaries structure with a homogeneousne f f :

d5u inc1sin21@~sina!~ne f f
2 2sin2u inc!

1/2

2sinu inccosa#2a, ~7!

wherea is the prism angle, which is 60° for the triangula
prism under analysis. Figure 4 shows the dependence ofd on
u inc for several angles atv50.26~black dots!. The solid line
corresponds to a fit of MSM data to Eq.~7!. From this fit,
ne f f51.54 is obtained. Experimentally, Linet al.25 reported
ne f f'1.57~dashed line in Fig. 4!. Therefore, our simulations
based on the MSM confirms that at this low frequencyv
50.26), the refractive index does not depend onu inc and,
moreover, its value fairly agrees with experimental da
~about 2% of relative error!.

The previous considerations allow us to analyze theor
cally the optical response for all frequencies below the fi
band gap. Unfortunately, we found that the contribution
the transmitted beam for frequencies near the band edge
not clearly observed in the calculations~its transmission is
almost zero!. In other words, the scattered intensity is main
determined by the shape of the prism. The result is sum
rized in Fig. 5~a!, wherene f f obtained from the MSM simu-
lations ~black dots! are compared with experimental da
~white circles! and with a simplified model~solid line! that

-

ap.
ers

FIG. 3. Electric field pattern,Ez(x,y) gener-

ated by a Gaussian beam, with the paramet
D520a2, r 050, andv50.33, impinging on the
prism.
6-3
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considers light propagation across single air/PC interfa
~see Appendix A!. The previous approach predicts a sha
decrease ofne f f near the band edge, which, unfortunately,
confirmed neither by the MSM nor by the experimental se
due to their intrinsic limitations. Figure 5~b! shows the be-
havior of ne f f as a function ofu inc . It can be observed tha
as it is expected,ne f f does not depend onu inc at low fre-
quencies, but near the band edge, the critical frequenc
which ne f f starts to decrease depends onu inc . This phenom-
enon is a result of the shape of the equifrequencial cur
near the band edges. This prediction should stimulate m
accurate experimental works looking for its demonstratio

Finally, let us remark that small discrepancies obser
between experimental and numerical results can be ma
attributed to the fact that the actual beam used experim
tally is not well enough simulated by the 2D numerical be
introduced in the simulations by the MSM. In other word
the spot size and collimation of a 2D Gaussian beam can
be controlled to reproduce accurately the properties of
actual beam. This is the main drawback of the simulatio
based on the MSM, which produces fictitious diffraction e
fects. Fortunately, for higher frequencies, these effects dis
pear, and is possible to characterize interesting phenome
it is reported in what follows.

B. Behavior above the first TM band gap

In order to study the optical response in frequencies ab
the first complete TM band gap, we have started by ana
ing the case of infinite structures and have chosen the ra
of frequency and incident angle, at which anomalous p
nomena are expected when light crosses an air/PC inter
Equifrequencial curves between 0.509 and 0.627 are plo
in Fig. 6~a!. Notice that near the curves associated to f
quency 0.537@thick lines in Fig. 6~a!#, the equifrequencia
curves consist of two separated regions: a hexagonal-sh

FIG. 4. Dependence of deviation angled on incident angleu inc

for v50.26 ~solid points!. Solid line is obtained by fitting Eq.~7!.
ne f f51.54 is obtained from this fit. Dashed line corresponds
experimental results.
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region ~centered atG point! and a triangular-shaped regio
~centered atK point!. Therefore, it is expected that such a
isotropic equifrequencial regions lead to anomalous respo
of a finite structure based on the same lattice periodicity.

The procedure described in Appendix A allows us to co
pute the propagating angleupro inside the PC as a function
of the incident angle for a beam crossing the air/PC interf
at v50.537. The result of this calculation, which is depict
in Fig. 6~b!, shows that above a critical angleuc , the inci-
dent beam splits into two. They correspond to the curves
frequency 0.537 which have group velocity with positivey
component. The great dependence ofupro on u inc of these
solutions from 20° to 25° and from 25° to 40° is associa
to the rounded corners of the hexagonal- and triangu
shaped regions, respectively.

A comprehensive analysis of the scattering properties
the frequency range between 0.5 and 0.6 and for incid
angles between 20° and 40° has been performed by using
MSM. This analysis has allowed us to select the most in
esting phenomena.

o

FIG. 5. ~a! Behavior of the effective refractive indexne f f as a
function of frequency. Hollow points correspond to experimen
data, solid points to MSM simulations, and solid line to the simp
fied model~see text!. ~b! Dependence ofne f f as a function of the
frequency for different incident anglesu inc computed by the sim-
plified model.
6-4
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Figure 7~a! shows the intensity map as a function ofd and
u inc computed withv50.537. The parameters of the Gaus
ian beam employed in both simulations33 are D530a2 and
y0510a . As can be seen from this figure, we do not obta
a great dependence ofd as a function ofu inc as could be
expected in the usual definition of superprism effect. Inste
we obtain an angular sensitivity of transmitted beam inten
ties. In order to prove clearly this anomalous effect, Fig. 7~b!
shows the comparison between intensity spectrum co
sponding to the incident angle with largest transmiss
(u inc522.8°), and the spectra corresponding to incid
angles that differ in 3.2°. As it is shown in this figure,
small change inu inc implies a dramatic fall in the transmit
tance.

FIG. 6. ~a! Equifrequencial curves for the photonic TM bands
Fig. 2. Curves for frequencies between 0.509 and 0.627 are re
sented. Solid line corresponds tov50.537. ~b! Dependence of the
propagation angle on the incident angle consideringv50.537.
Dashed line is the result of Snell’s law calculated by considerin
uniform medium with a spatially averaged refractive indexnave

51.419.
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In addition, it is interesting to know the dependence ofI s
on v andd for u inc522.8°. The result of this calculation i
shown in Fig. 8~a!. This second transmitted beam only a
pears in a very narrow range of frequencies; i.e., from 0.5
up to 0.582 approximately. In order to show quantitative
this effect, Figure 8~b! shows a sharp change in the intens
features of the spectra for very small variations~about 0.7%!
of frequency. Again we obtain a refractive effect charact
ized by the large frequency sensitivity in the intensity of t
outgoing beams.

The phenomena mentioned previously suggest the ab
configuration as a sensitive beam splitter, both in angle
frequency regimes.

A similar analysis to the one described previously w
carried out for another frequency of interest,v50.539. The
corresponding intensity map, withu inc andd as variables, is
plotted in Fig. 9~a!. From this figure, we have selected th
angle u inc540° as the most interesting case. Figure 9~b!
shows its corresponding intensity spectrum compared w
the spectra associated to two angles differing in 5.2°. As

re-

a

FIG. 7. ~a! Intensity map as a function of the deviation angled
and the incident angleu inc computed withv50.537. White corre-
sponds to zero values and black to the maximum intensity. Das
line defines the incident angle in which a maximum of the tra
mittance is found.~b! Comparison between the intensity spec
corresponding to the same frequency (v50.537) and three differ-
ent angles.R labels the peak corresponding to the reflected int
sity. Notice the angular sensitivity of intensity features.
6-5
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be seen from this figure, the main transmitted beam foun
u inc540° disappears completely foru inc534.8°, while it is
almost the same foru inc545.2°.

Also we have made a frequency analysis by fixingu inc at
40°. The results are summarized in Fig. 10~a!, where it is
seen that the main transmitted beam only exists in two se
rated frequency regions. Particularly, Fig. 10~b! shows the
behavior in the region centered atv50.539. Notice that a
change in frequency of about 4% implies a sharp decreas
the transmission of the incident radiation through the pris
Therefore, this configuration could be suitable for the des
of a PC filter for a short range of frequencies. A simil
conclusion could be obtained for frequencies above 0
where the prism is almost transparent and the transm
beam undergoes a small deviation angle (d'220°).

Physical insight of the mechanism originating the ph
nomena observed in Figs. 7–10, can be obtained from
2D-LKKR method.35,36 In fact, we have implemented a 2D
version of the procedure proposed by two of us in a previ

FIG. 8. ~a! Intensity map as a function of the deviation angled
and the frequencyv computed withu inc522.8°. White corre-
sponds to zero values and black to the maximum intensity. Das
line shows the frequency in which a maximum of the transmitta
is found.~b! Comparison between the intensity spectra correspo
ing to the same incident angle (u inc522.8°) and three differen
frequencies.R labels the peak corresponding to the reflected int
sity. Notice the frequency sensitivity of intensity features.
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work34 ~see Appendix B!. In this way, it is possible to obtain
the branching ratio~BR! of the different bulk eigenstates o
the PC that can couple to the incident light.

In the following, we will refer to the configurations de
fined by (v,u inc)5(0.537,22.8°) and (v,u inc)
5(0.539,40.0°) as case 1 and case 2, respectively.

In case 1~see Fig. 11!, simulations using the MSM predic
that in addition to the reflected beamR at the front air/PC
interface (133.27°), two transmitted beams appear: one
them at2105.82° (T1) and another at 14.42°(T2). In this
case, if we apply the kinetic matching conditions to the fro
tal air/PC interface, we obtain that only one eigenstate, w
group velocity inward the PC, couples to the incident lig
The perpendicular componentk' of this eigenstate wave
vector (kpro) to the boundary is20.3592~in units of 2p/a)
@see inset in Fig. 11~b!#. A similar analysis can be performe
at boundary 2 in Fig. 11~a!. Since boundaries 1 and 2 are n
parallel, it is necessary to make a 60° rotation ofkpro before
applying the matching conditions. As a result of this analys
we conclude that an output beam should appear atd5
2105.48°, in good agreement with the MSM-based simu

ed
e
d-

-

FIG. 9. ~a! Intensity map as a function of the deviation angled
and the incident angleu inc computed withv50.539. White corre-
sponds to zero values and black to the maximum intensity.~b! Com-
parison between the intensity spectra corresponding to the s
frequency (v50.539) and three different angles.R labels the peak
corresponding to the reflected intensity. Notice the angular sens
ity of intensity features between the top and the center spectra
6-6
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ANOMALOUS REFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OF A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 115116 ~2003!
tions. Also we have to consider the reflection in boundar
and the following refraction in boundary 3. For this path, t
predicted deviation angle is 14.4°, and we expect small
tensity for this peak since it comes from considering t
refractions and one reflection. On the other hand, from
2D-LKKR, it is possible to obtain the reflectance of the co
responding semi-infinite PC at this incident angle. The
flectance is about 0.544. This result is supported by
MSM, where the intensity of the peak associated with
reflected beam~R in Fig. 11! is related to the intensity of the
incident beam by that factor.

The field pattern and transmission spectrum obtai
from the MSM-based simulations for case 2 (v50.539 and
u inc540°) are plotted in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!, respectively.
A very small reflected peak~R! appears at 101.16°. Th
main transmitted beam (T1) with negative refraction index
appears at2146.16°, while two secondary transmitte
beams are seen at293.24 (T2) and 219.98° (T3). This
result can be understood in terms similar to the preced

FIG. 10. ~a! Intensity map as a function of the deviation angled
and the frequencyv computed withu inc540.0°. White corre-
sponds to zero values and black to the maximum intensity. Das
line defines the frequency in which a maximum of the transmitta
is found.~b! Comparison between the intensity spectra correspo
ing to the same incident angle (u inc540.0°) and three differen
frequencies. Notice the great frequency sensitivity of intensity f
tures.
11511
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case, in other words, by analyzing the light transmiss
through single interfaces. Now we have two eigenstates
isfying the kinetic matching conditions at the frontal inte
face; theirk' values inside the PC, in units of 2p/a, are
0.5095 and20.1237@see inset in Fig. 12~b!#, and the corre-
sponding BRs are 0.923 and 0.077, respectively. The refl
tance of the corresponding semi-infinite PC is about 0.0
This value of the reflectance is in accordance with the sm
intensity peak of the reflected beam in comparison with
main transmitted beam. The matching conditions applied
boundary 2 in Fig. 12~b! concludes that the first outgoin
beam should appear atd52145.75°, in good agreemen
with the MSM results. If we also take into account the bea
with negativek' , we obtain that a second outgoing bea
appears atd5293.0° ~also in agreement with Fig. 12!. The
great difference between the two intensities of these two
fracted beams could be estimated using the BR valu
Moreover, for the path corresponding to the light reflected

ed
e

d-

-

FIG. 11. ~a! Electric field pattern and~b! transmission spectra
generated from a Gaussian beam withv50.537 andu inc522.8°.
White arrows indicate the direction of the group velocity compu
by the semi-infinite model~see Appendix A!. The solutions tok'

and the BR value are shown in the inset.
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the boundary 2 and refracted at boundary 3, the predic
deviation angle is220.0° and we also expect a seconda
refracted beam, since the dominant eigenstate in bounda
is the refraction.

Table I summarizes the results regarding the directiona
of the scattered light. It demonstrates that the deviation an

FIG. 12. ~a! Electric field pattern and~b! transmission spectra
generated from a Gaussian beam withv50.539 andu inc540°.
White arrows indicate the direction of the group velocity compu
by the semi-infinite model~see Appendix A!. The solutions tok'

and the corresponding BR values are shown in the inset.

TABLE I. Comparison of the deviation angles~in degrees! of
beams transmitted across the prism. The results under the colu
‘‘Model’’ are obtained by the procedure described in Appendix A

v50.537,u inc522.8° v50.539,u inc540°
MSM Model MSM Model

T1 beam 2105.82 2105.48 2146.16 2145.75
T2 beam 14.42 14.40 293.28 293.00
T3 beam 219.98 220.00
11511
d

2

y
le

of the transmitted light through nonparallel boundaries c
be predicted by a simplified model based on the light tra
mission across semi-infinite air/PC interfaces. Its resu
agree fairly well with the complete simulation of the fini
system performed by MSM-based simulations. In oth
words, the combination of the Hellmann-Feynmann theor
in the plane-wave expansion, together with the 2D-LKK
method is enough to analyze the optical response of th
kind of structures in the high-frequency region.

IV. SUMMARY

In this work, we have analyzed the optical response o
triangular prism made of a hexagonal array of dielectric c
inders in air. The approach employed, based on the multi
scattering formalism, has been supported by the availa
experimental data existing at frequencies below the first
band gap. Also, we have predicted anomalous superp
phenomena above the first TM band gap. A comprehen
analysis in this high-frequency region has been performed
combining the PWE method and the 2D-LKKR method. W
have demonstrated that, if the prism is large enough~diffrac-
tion effects are negligible!, a procedure based in the analys
of the corresponding semi-infinite system agrees very w
with the simulation of the complete finite system by t
MSM. We have described two cases with possible dev
application. The results presented in this work support
applied procedure as an efficient numerical tool in the und
standing of the optical response in 2D-PC structures w
nonparallel boundaries. We hope that this work motiva
further experiments that confirm its predictions. Finally, t
procedure here employed has been also extended to s
analogously 3D prisms composed of PC’s having a stro
anisotropy in its photonic dispersion relation, and the res
will be presented in a forthcoming publication.
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APPENDIX A: LIGHT TRANSMISSION ACROSS A
SINGLE AIR ÕPC INTERFACE

Let us assume a semi-infinite 2D PC defined in regiony
.0, and air in the another semiplane. In order to kn
which eigenstates of the PC can be excited by an exte
light, it is important to project the bulk photonic band stru
ture on the surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!. A typical projected
band diagram is shown in Fig. 13. This figure represents
band structure projected on theGK boundary surface, which
is the common boundary surface of the triangular prism
der study. In Fig. 13 the shaded regions define the allow
bulk eigenstates and the thick black line defines the li
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ANOMALOUS REFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OF A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 115116 ~2003!
line. This line defines the critical frequency, above whi
external plane waves are allowed to exist. The white regi
represent pseudogaps in the dispersion relation. There
external beams having frequencies in a pseudogap ca
enter into the PC, as it is shown in Fig. 3.

Another criterion of coupling arises from the group velo
ity of the bulk eigenmodes. Only the bulk eigenstates w
positivevy can couple with the incident light. Those eige
states withvy,0 should be physically neglected.

In summary, the kinetic matching condition between t
bulk eigenmodes and the incident light are the following:~1!
The frequency and the reduced wave vector in the SBZ
conserved,~2! the bulk eigenmodes are above the light lin
and~3! vy is positive. Once these conditions are satisfied,
incident anglesu inc and the propagating anglesupro , which
are given by

k5
v

c
~sinu inc,cosu inc!, ~A1!

v5uvu~sinupro,cosupro! ~A2!

can be related through an effective refraction indexne f f de-
fined as

sin~u inc!5ne f fsinXarctanS vx

vy
D C, ~A3!

where (vx ,vy) are the components of the group veloci
which are computed directly from the dispersion relations
using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem.

APPENDIX B: BRANCHING RATIO

Figure 2 shows that at high frequencies, several eig
modes can be kinetically matched to the external lig

FIG. 13. Projection of the photonic band structure shown in F
2 on the surface Brillouin zone of theGK surface. The shaded
regions defines the bulk eigenmodes. The frequencies of the e
nal radiation field are defined above the light line~black line!, v
>ckuu .
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Hence, it is necessary to know quantitatively what is t
coupling strength between the incident light and the b
eigenstates of the 2D PC. Here, the 2D-layer-KKR metho
used for that purpose in a similar manner as was employe
its 3D counterpart in the analysis of the superprism effec
opals.34

We have considered a slab large enough for the dee
region in the slab to be regarded as a superposition of
actual bulk eigenstatesa; i.e., the field at this central region
is assumed not be affected by the finite size of the slab. In
2D-LKKR method, three different regions can be clea
separated:~1! Left region, defined by the scattering matr
QL ; ~2! center or the deepest region;~3! and right region,
whose scattering matrix isQR . If we consider that a plane
wave impinges the slab from the left, the following relatio
ships are satisfied:34,35

S Ed
1

Ere f
D 5S Q11

L Q12
L

Q21
L Q22

L D S Einc

Ed
2 D , ~B1!

S Etr
1

Ed
2D 5S Q11

R Q12
R

Q21
R Q22

R D S Ed
1

0
D , ~B2!

whereEinc , Ere f , Etr are column vectors which contain th
Fourier components of the incident, reflected, and transm
ted fields, respectively.Ed corresponds to the field in th
inner void region of the slab, ‘‘1 ’’ denotes propagation from
left to right and ‘‘2 ’’ from right to left.

From Eqs.~B1! and ~B2!, it is easy to obtain

Ed
15~12Q12

L Q21
R !21Q11

L Einc , ~B3!

Ed
25Q21

R ~12Q12
L Q21

R !21Q11
L Einc . ~B4!

Let us consider theath left eigenstate (Va,L
6 ) of the trans-

fer matrix which relates the Fourier components of the el
tric field between two consecutive voids in a infinite PC. It
possible to define the projection of the eigenstate in the de
est void of the slab in the trueath eigenstate through th
coefficientsca defined by

ca5~Va,L
1 !* Ed

11~Va,L
2 !* Ed

2 . ~B5!

These coefficients allows to define the BR~given by
script Ra) corresponding to the bulk eigenstates,

Ra5
ucau2

(
a8

uca8u
2

, ~B6!

where the summation is over all the bulk states satisfying
kinetic matching condition. So,Ra gives an estimation of
the coupling of the external light with theath bulk eigen-
states in the 2D PC, and it is normalized to the total coupl
of eigenstates available for light transmission.
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